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Notes / Special Instructions: Although this release and future releases 

may contain work related to FHIR Transfer of Care, this functionality is 

not yet currently available. 

 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID SN/SF Ref Type Title Description 

D10-3084 N/A Story Creation of new TOC validation 

check - MH discharge 
As part of the FHIR ToC project, 
validation is needed in real-time for the 
API so that senders can correct any 
failing documents in quick turnaround. 
This work is the creation of the initial 
validation check and now validates FHIR 
ToC documents in real time taking into 
consideration any optional fields that 
may be included. 

 

D10-3337 N/A Story FHIR Validation - Patient 

Demographics Section 
FHIR ToC document validation has 
been split into sections. This work 
includes the validation of the Patient 
Demographics Section. 

D10-3366 21697284 Defect API Consumers page only displays 

10 consumers and only shows 1 

page 

As a PCTI user the API Consumers 
page was only display 10 consumers on 
a page even if more should be 
displaying. This was due to the page 
selection option missing from the API 
Consumers page. This issue has now 
been resolved and should no longer be 
an issue.  

D10-3368 N/A Story FHIR Validation - Encounter entry  FHIR ToC document validation has 

been split into sections. This work 

includes the following: 

- Admission Details section 

- Discharge Details section. 

All sections are validated and returns 

and validation errors if necessary. 

 

D10-3369 N/A Story FHIR Validation – List Sections  FHIR ToC document validation has 
been split into sections. This work 
includes the following sections: 



- Allery & Adverse Reactions 
entry 

- Diagnoses entry 

- Procedures entry 

- Medications & Medical Devices 
entry 

All sections are validated and returns 
and validation errors if necessary. 

D10-3370 N/A Story FHIR Validation – Person 

completing record section 
FHIR ToC document validation has 
been split into sections. This work 
includes the following sections: 

- Discharge Details entry 

- Distrubtion List entry 

- Person completing record entry 

- Referrer Details entry 

All sections are validated and returns 

and validation errors if necessary. 

D10-3371 N/A Story FHIR Validation – Organisation 

entry 
FHIR ToC document validation has 
been split into sections. This work 
includes the following sections: 

- Distribution List entry 

- GP Practice entry 

- Referrer Details entry 

All sections are validated and returns 
and validation errors if necessary. 

D10-3714 21718028 Defect All Documents Rejected 

Incorrectly 
When Connect 122 was released the 
support teams started to notice a 
number of senders failing to send due to 
the date formatting, users received 
either a DC01.41 or a DC01.09 error. 
This was caused by an update to the 
date validation within the API. These 
changes have now been removed from 
Connect until further notice. 

 


